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Abstract 

According to Jarvenpaa and Ives (1994), the successful enterprises of tomorrow will be 

organized around building blocks of advanced computer and communication technology. Indeed, 

the advent of sophisticated telecommunications equipment and high efficiency databases has 

created an ideal environment for the emergence of organizations capable of rapidly coupling to 

and decoupling from networks of other firms and individual knowledge workers. These 

networked based organizations may effectively combine teams which consist of empowered 

employees, consultants, suppliers, and even customers to solve one-time problems or take 

advantage of fleeting market opportunities. These advanced business entities possess three 

primary attributes: (1) structure is more important than strategy; (2) performance and knowledge 

trump credentials; and, (3) human resources are an organization’s only sustainable advantage 

(Picot, 1999). This paper examines the emergence of network organizations, their predominant 

characteristics, their transformational effects, and their information manager’s role within this 

dynamic organizational structure. Finally, this paper proposes several areas which would benefit 

from future research. 
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The Rise of Network Organizations 

According to Jarvenpaa and Ives (1994), the successful enterprises of tomorrow will be 

organized around building blocks of advanced computer and communication technology. In this 

new world, information technology (IT) serves as both the enabler and facilitator for this new 

organizational structure. Computers, high-speed networks, satellites, and other state of the art 

telecommunications technology create a global web, linking designers, engineers, contractors, 

and other IT and business professionals. Combined with massive, high efficiency databases, 

these global networks significantly enhance the mobility of both data and knowledge, thereby 

advancing the dissemination of value-adding practices across the world. Constrained only by 

their network’s bandwidth, organizations may extract, manipulate, repackage, and forward 

information with respect to their production inputs and business processes anywhere without 

sustaining noticeable time delays or those costs normally associated with transportation, 

reproduction, and inventory. 

Indeed, advances in IT have morphed the global marketplace into one where successful 

companies are those capable of coupling to and decoupling from networks of either other 

organizations or individual knowledge workers. These networked based organizations combine 

(as required) teams of empowered employees, consultants, suppliers, and customers to solve 

discrete, one-time problems. These networked organizations possess three primary attributes: (1) 

structure is more important than strategy; (2) performance and knowledge trump credentials; 

and, (3) human resources (not Human Resources) are an organization’s only sustainable 

advantage. 

This topic is significant because despite its promise, the movement from a hieratical to 

networked organizational structure is not without its challenges. From the organizational 
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perspective, some of these challenges involve the ability to (1) design and implement flexible 

and efficient information architecture across the firm’s infrastructure, (2) create the requisite 

values, attitudes, and behaviors necessary for information sharing, and (3) understand the 

sociology inherent within a mobile workplace. From the managerial side, developments in 

network and virtualization technologies have increased location independence between 

supervisors and their employees. This reduction of managerial presence has resulted in less 

observation and control of employee, contractor, and partner activities and directly affected a 

manager’s ability to effectively communicate, motivate, coach, share visions, build trust within 

the organization, create core values, coordinate between teams and organizations, develop 

employees, and effectively pass on knowledge (Picot, 1999). 

This literature review begins by discussing those elements which led to the rise of 

network organizations. Having laid the foundation regarding their emergence, the characteristics 

of and strategies utilized by network organizations are examined. Next, the ways in which 

utilizing a network structure may transform an organization are explored. Then, the information 

manager’s role within network organization is investigated. Finally, areas for additional research 

are suggested. 

Rise of Network Organizations 

During their review with respect to the stages of organizational development through the 

various business eras, Miles, Snow, Mathews, Miles, and Coleman Jr. (1997) refer to the twenty-

first century as the era of innovation in which knowledge-based enterprises, such as design and 

engineering services, advanced electronics and biotechnology, computer software design, health 

care, and consulting create a continuous cycle that generates increasingly complex markets and 

business environments. This increasingly complex and global environment is forcing the 
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previous hierarchical enterprises to give way to network organizations which rapidly and 

efficiently connect with the assets and knowledge of their upstream and downstream partners.  

Given this evolutionary trend Miles et al. (1997) suggest that organizations will rely 

greatly on collections of self-organizing modules which collaboratively invest their expertise to 

creative innovative products and services, often for the very markets they helped create. 

Organizations such as these may be best described as being cellular in nature, composed of self-

managing, autonomous business teams, which may as the situation warrants either operate 

individually or join with other teams to form more complex structures with correspondently 

greater capabilities. Imbued with this combination of independence and interdependence, these 

entrepreneurial, self-organizing cellular organizations are ideally suited for those situations 

requiring continuous learning and innovation. And, since innovation is a key ingredient for 

knowledge-based businesses, their evolution into cellular, networked organizations is the next 

logical phase of their organizational development. 

Gamble (1992) argues that IT as a means into itself does not provide organizations with a 

long-term, sustainable, competitive advantage. Rather, the author believes the real benefits to an 

enterprise may be derived from technology’s influence upon its organizational structure, as it 

facilitates a progression towards a more flexible, nimble, and responsive form. Within this 

context, Gamble (1992) discuses the emergence of the virtual corporation, an organization 

composed of different companies electronically linked together to provide a complete product or 

service. According to the author, a multinational corporation which is digitally connected with 

other enterprises may theoretically dominate markets and allocate its resources around the globe 

by simply flicking a switch. As such, IT represents the driving force behind this corporate 

evolution. Effectively integrating technological advances into an enterprise’s organizational 
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structure provides it with significantly increased flexibility, a necessary property for one to 

remain competitive. 

Boudette (1989) also advises that in the 21st century organizations must be leaner, 

nimbler, and quicker to change their direction and focus than during any previous time. Given 

the pace of globalization, increased competition (both home and abroad), and the advent of new 

technologies, corporations must rid themselves of their antiquated hierarchical structure and 

adopt a fluid network configuration, one held together by an infrastructure composed of 

computer and communications networks. 

And while Boudette (1989) views technology as a facilitator for change, he believes the 

primary causes are employee demographics and competition. As employees have become better 

educated and generally more sophisticated, they demand a less rigid environment. Generally, 

knowledge workers are more independent and often resist attempts at micromanagement by their 

supervisors. Adding additional pressure, global competition has significantly reduced the time an 

organization has to get a product or service to market. When dealing with diverse markets, 

increasing cost pressures, geographically dispersed supply chains, and global marketing 

operations, organizations have discovered that bloated, multilevel hierarchies simply slow the 

process via their rules, procedures, and constraints. Indeed, in today’s highly volatile, global 

marketplace, the once sound hierarchical pyramid crumbles into the sand.  

As such Boudette (1989) believes that organizations should follow the advice of Peter 

Drucker and become more like symphony orchestras in which each musician is a highly skilled 

specialist who takes direction directly from the conductor, or using a business context, the firm’s 

Chief Executive Officer (CEO). Since many organizations have multiple layers of middle 

management which neither manages nor leads, their absence would not be missed. And while 
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many traditional organizations emphasize their chain of command with respect to their decision 

making process, new theories advocate that better decisions are made quicker when employees 

interact directly with the source and bypass layers of non-value adding bureaucracy. 

According to Coulson-Thomas (1991), another factor driving organizations towards 

adopting a network structure originates from their very own customers. As customers become 

more demanding, the author suggests that companies must become increasing flexible and 

responsive to their needs. Citing a report by the British Institute of Management (BIM), the 

author reveals that many CEOs themselves view their own organizational structures as inflexible, 

costly, and barriers between their companies and their customers. As they face increasing 

challenges as a result of globalization and market savvy clientele, these CEOs believe that 

traditional hierarchical, bureaucratic organizational structures are simply unable to provide the 

requisite capabilities now required to survive within the marketplace. 

One of the more significant burdens of this bureaucracy lies with an organization’s size. 

As one exasperated CEO cried out, "Our matrix form of organization is killing us. If we don't 

improve the capacity of the corporation to act quickly and effectively we will be wiped out by 

smaller competitors. They're coming from nowhere, without our overheads, and walking off with 

our best customers" (Coulson-Thomas, 1991, p. 240). Indeed, these CEOs notice a correlation 

between their company’s size and their tendency to become entangled with internal operations 

and incessant rounds of asset and personnel reduction programs, all while smaller and more 

nimble enterprises skim off their most profitable business opportunities. As relief from an 

organizational structure whose size becomes so bloated as to strangle it, Coulson-Thomas 

advises that corporations reorganize into more nimble and responsive network business units. 
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Acknowledging that advances in information and communications technology have 

radically affected how organizations operate, evolve, and build relationships, Black and Edwards 

(2000) also believe other forces are at work. The authors propose that virtual or network 

organizations have emerged as the logical means to facilitate those demands placed upon 

enterprises by these new technologies. While many studies approach these changes from strictly 

an organizational behavior perspective, Black and Edwards view this evolution in organizational 

development in terms of complexity and chaos theories. 

The authors suggest that the information age has produced an environment which allows 

for rapid, bidirectional communications across widely dispersed geographical areas, thus 

facilitating the rise of virtual systems. While Black and Edwards (2000) state that becoming a 

virtual organization does not preclude the use of traditional business methodologies, it does 

require enterprises to move beyond simply focusing on efficiency towards using their energy to 

spot opportunities within the market and gather the requisite resources (knowledge, personnel, 

technologies) to capitalize on them. According to the authors, the only constant within the 

marketplace is change, rapid change and organizations must be structured in such a manner as to 

successfully meet his challenge. As such Black and Edwards call for organizations to formulate 

networked teams within a virtual organizational structure. 

Characteristics and Strategies of Dynamically Networked Organizations 

The central tenets of networked organizations are clearly flexibility and responsiveness 

with respect to relational dynamics, fleeting opportunities, and demanding customers. One 

should also remember that the universe strives to balance the scales: what organizations loose as 

they shed their obsolete, centralized managerial structures; they gain with increased freedom of 

action which leads to increasing opportunities for profit. 
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Characteristics of the network organization. 

During their investigation regarding the nature of relationships between these networked 

organizations, Cowan and Jonard (2009) discover four consistent characteristics. First, the 

number of relationships is sparse relative to the potential connections which are available. 

Second, the distribution of these networks tends to be asymmetric. Third, the networks are 

usually clustered, displaying dense subgroups. Fourth, the networks display a low diameter, 

implying the networked organizations operate in relatively small worlds. The fourth 

characteristic is of note, as studies have demonstrated that small worlds occur where the 

production and distribution of knowledge is essential. 

In the context of network organizations, sparseness refers to the relative low density of 

existing network structures and is a function associated with the financial cost of forming a link 

with other enterprises. The formation of networks is not without cost and organizations face 

constraints in terms of their financial, time, and even psychological resources. As a result of the 

very real costs associated with the creation and maintenance of links with other firms, the actual 

number of partnerships formed will only be a relatively small subset relative to those possible. 

The asymmetric distribution of these network organizations indicates that as new organizations 

join, they exhibit a higher probability of attaching to existing nodes within an existing network 

rather than forming the hub for a new network. Innovative organizations seek to form clusters as 

a means to gain both social capital and knowledge. While partnering with other organizations 

always carries a certain degree of risk, the formation of “embedded” partnerships reduces this 

risk, as those involved have a history of previous interactions. This structural embeddedness 

results from the dense connections which exist between common partners. By sharing common 

partners, firms have reliable sources of information with respect to each other’s trustworthiness, 
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capabilities, and objectives. Additionally, current partners also serve as potential references for 

future partners. However, too much clustering may lead to redundancy within an organization’s 

network. As such, the optimization of knowledge flows within a network may actually result in 

the elimination of links to organizations which fail to provide differentiating information than 

that provided by other partners, thus creating smaller worlds (Cowan & Jonard, 2009). 

Jarvenpaa and Ives (1994) investigate those characteristics exhibited by dynamically 

networked entities as they change their portfolio of partners who may at any given time represent 

knowledge workers, customers, or even competitors. The authors depict these networks as being 

composed of knowledge nodes; a node may refer to individual knowledge worker, a team of 

knowledge workers, or an independent organization. These nodes are usually described as being 

“open,” “virtual,” and “dynamic.” Their openness is reflected by their fluid and flexible nature 

which is exhibited both in their internal and external relationships. The manner in which these 

nodes share knowledge and information internally is indistinguishable from their interactions 

which external agencies. These nodes exhibit virtual characteristics which resemble a spider’s 

web, as they have neither an inside nor outside, merely different distances from the center. And, 

even the node’s strategic center constantly changes, as it seeks to gain an advantage in terms of 

capital, product, or knowledge within the marketplace. The dynamic nature of these nodes is 

reflected in their continuously changing combination of partners to match their customer’s 

current requirements or to adjust to changes within the market. 

One particularly interesting observation made by Jarvenpaa and Ives (1994) is that the 

more permanent nodes within a network usually focus on knowledge and service activities rather 

than those involving manufacturing or production, which are usually outsourced. Staniulienė 

(2009) advances this theme by examining the propensity of network organizations to incorporate 
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outsourcing as a strategy to increase efficiently by removing non-core competencies. The author 

suggests that outsourcing provides network organizations with increased flexibility with respect 

to the allocation of their resources when adjusting to rapidly changing technologies and the 

increasing complexity of product development. Outsourcing also allows organizations to 

minimize their capital investments in non-core areas, allowing them to allocate their resources 

towards those which enhance their core business. 

Miles (1989) provides a comprehensive analysis with respect to the pros and cons that 

implementing a network structure has on management, employees, and the enterprise itself. One 

principle concern involves the loss of control that an organization may experience by involving 

other enterprises in its operations. While the firm’s name may be associated with the service or 

product, it may have only been involved in a minor portion of its delivery and thus dependent 

upon others to meet its schedule and quality standards. So, if only one participate in the network 

fails at its assigned task, all partners may suffer, especially the one closest to the customer. This 

dependency on others is one reason why trust between partners is critical to the success of 

organizations utilizing a network structure. Another area of concern lies with the possibility that 

an organization may decide to withdraw from the network or is unable to perform at a time when 

its participation is most critical. Another concern originates from the network model itself, as it 

may encourage employee turnover and weaken whatever level of company loyalty is still left 

between employees and their organization. And finally, the dynamic utilization of numerous 

partners gives cause to the fear that eventually sensitive, propriety information will be lost. 

However, Miles does note that these concerns appear to lessen as firms become more engrained 

within the network organizational structure. 
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All is not doom and gloom, however. Miles (1989) states that when functioning as 

designed, dynamic networks provide significantly greater flexibility and efficiently in their 

operations. Products and services may be designed, developed, and delivered quicker as 

organizations are not constrained by their own capabilities. 

Enabling technologies. 

Symon (2000) proposes that the emergence of network organizations is directly linked 

with advancements in computer-based technologies. The author clearly states that without the 

requisite advances in information technology (e.g. shared computer-based databases, electronic 

mail and organizational intranets, the Internet, computer conferencing software, groupware, and 

video-mediated communication systems) the appearance of network organizations simply could 

not have occurred.  

So how are these technologies allowing firms to evolve into effective network 

organizations? First and foremost is their ability to provide instant access to internal and external 

up-to-date information, allowing employees to make more informed, better decisions, respond 

more quickly to market-driven events, and develop innovative ideas. The availability of shared 

databases allows employees to gain access to the same pool of information simultaneously. 

Likewise, email and other groupware systems provide almost instantaneous communication 

between globally diverse employees and partners, facilitating cooperation and coordination 

(Symon, 2000). 

As has been demonstrated throughout the literature, network organizations are flexible 

and open organizations which are structured to improve coordination between themselves and 

other businesses. Teck-Yong (2007) investigates that global mechanism which allows firms to 

achieve the requisite level of coordination leading to significantly improved performance and 
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responsiveness, the Internet. Not only does the Internet eliminate geographical barriers and 

reduce response times, but even more significant for network organizations, it allows many-to-

many communication paths between organizations and their customers. By facilitating the 

creation of multiple instantaneous communication paths, this technology allows organizations to 

move beyond their own internal, structural constraints, access new knowledge, and reduce the 

cost of information processing and dissemination. Additionally, the Internet fosters a firm’s 

ability to generate competitive advantage within the marketplace, as it provides access to critical 

resources and knowledge. 

A key strategy for network organizations. 

Given that flexibility and responsiveness are the central characteristics of a network 

organization, Jarvenpaa and Blake (1994) explore how these properties allow them to provide 

extremely high degrees of personalization and customization when fulfilling their customer’s 

needs. However, this high degree of customization comes with a tradeoff, the relative inability to 

efficiently mass-produce standardized products or services. As such, the authors explain how 

these companies may utilize the concept of mass customization to thrive within the marketplace. 

Mass customization refers to the ability to tailor one’s services or products to the needs of 

individual customers, but on a massive scale. To accomplish this goal, an organization must 

decompose its knowledge, services, and products to their smallest replicable modules, while 

simultaneously building expertise in rearranging them to fulfill the needs of individual 

customers. Repeated use of mass customization not only introduces economies of scale into the 

business’ operations, but also decreases the firm’s response time in meeting its customer’s 

requirements. The key to making this concept efficient rests in the structuring of the firm’s 

expertise and knowledge into replicable units which may be stored in digital libraries, accessible 
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from any point in the world. And not only does this process require the gathering and storage of 

massive amounts of data regarding the organization’s customers, but it also requires significantly 

greater speed in assembling data from various divergent sources and sharing it with others within 

the network. Therefore, enterprises must be highly dynamic and capable of organizing and 

integrating massive quantities of information at the appropriate level to service their customer’s 

needs. 

Transformational Effects of Dynamic Networks 

White (2008) examines networked organizations through the prism of social network 

analysis. According to the author, collaboration between organizations is not so much about the 

manner in which they merge with each other to create a new relationship, as much as it is about 

how the new relationship restructures each entity’s organizational life. White utilizes the concept 

of network-learning when examining inter-organizational relationships, a practice which 

combines social network analysis with systems thinking. The author suggests that organizational 

learning with respect to one’s place within the network and relationships with other participates 

occurs at this inter-organizational level within the network’s social structure. Through 

interactions between network members, organizations learn and in so doing, modify their 

behavior patterns. As a result of this learning process, the relationships between organizations 

evolve, leading to improved coordination, better communication, and a greater degree of shared 

practices. Utilizing results from a case study, White concludes that network learning: (1) occurs 

from dynamic interactions between members of a network; (2) is critical if organizations are to 

understand and utilize their collaborative advantage; and (3) alters the manners in which 

organizations related to each other without compromising an individual firm’s objectives, 

beliefs, or integrity. 
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Ulhøi (2009) combines collective-value production theory with trust theory and the 

theory of social exchange to explain the evolutionary process of network organizations. The 

author suggests that relationships formed between organizations are based upon mutual trust, 

multidimensional and long-term relationships, and a normative instead of contractual mode of 

behavior. As such, for an enterprise to be successful within a network environment, it must adopt 

these principles into its culture. Noting that organizations bring both tangible (physical resources, 

joint contracts and their market-related activities) and intangible (knowledge, learning and 

experience-sharing) assets into their network relationships, Ulhøi also suggests these enterprises 

produce value by not only serving as hosts for an exchange of these assets, but also as focal 

points for creating value significantly greater as a group than each could achieve individually. 

Stebbings and Braganza (2009) investigate the manner in which organizations utilize 

network interdependence as a means to reinvent themselves. Combining themes from social 

network and stakeholder theories, the authors explore the continuous morphing process 

experienced by these enterprises. Their research indicates that the rate organizations evolve is a 

function of their coupling and decoupling with other enterprises. Through this process, 

organizations gain new knowledge and form new trust-based business relationships. The more 

effective and efficient morphing organizations maintain individual relationships only as long as 

their expectations are being satisfied. Utilizing network interdependence offers corporations a 

significant competitive advantage as they continuously form and reform their network 

connections, gaining new knowledge, capabilities, and relationships with each coupling. 

The Manager‘s Role within Network Organizations 

The extensive integration of advanced telecommunications and computing technology 

into the dynamic network organizational model will significantly curtail, if not eliminate the role 
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of specialized IT management, at least at the operational levels. Similar to the manner in which 

telephone operators vanished with the advent of automatic telephone switching chronology, 

information systems specialists will also disappear as operators of this oncoming technology. In 

those circumstances where they still have work, their role will likely be reduced to custodial or 

utility functions, and as such, vulnerable to outsourcing. Indeed, the efficiencies realized from 

economics of scale and specialization will eventually transfer these positions from their original 

organizations to IT service providers (Jarvenpaa & Ives, 1994), 

However, Jarvenpaa and Ives (1994) offer hope with their belief that senior managers 

may still be capable of influencing the form, structure, and culture of their organization by 

concentrating on those activities which add value. One role could be that of corporate evangelist, 

someone who cultivates new attitudes regarding the importance of and value gained from sharing 

information. Another would involve taking an active role in the reengineering of the 

organization, allowing it to more efficiency utilize the network model. Another valuable activity 

could involve training fellow employees regarding the manner in which information may be used 

to provide a context and perspective during the decision-making process. Finally, IT managers 

could serve as information architects, designing the requisite data systems for supporting the 

organization’s needs with respect to increased data access, sharing, and flexibility. 

Conclusion 

Future research could investigate how the decentralized environment offered by network 

organizations increases the tendency to focus on results instead of tasks, thus increasing the need 

for greater individual responsibility, independence, and qualifications. Another potential area for 

research could involve an investigation as to the degree of commonality which must exist 

between organizations for them to form and maintain a successful alliance. 
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This paper examines the rise of the dynamic network model and its transformational 

effect upon organizations with respect to their development, operations, and management. It 

began with a discussion regarding the circumstances which led to this model’s rise as a new, 

viable organizational structure. Next, its prominent characteristics were examined, as well as the 

technologies which contributed to its ascension as an efficient framework for a dynamic age. A 

key strategy was introduced which allows network organizations to effectively utilize their 

competitive advantage within the marketplace. Then ways in which the model transforms 

organizations both internally and externally were examined. The network structure not only 

transforms the role of organizations within the marketplace, but also those of its managers within 

the organization itself. New roles which could add value and provide an avenue for continued 

managerial career development were reviewed. Finally, areas for additional research are 

suggested. 
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